COVID-19 RULES For North Shore Orchid Society meetings.
1. The front door will not be open before 7pm so please don’t arrive early.
2. Only the front doors are to be used to enter and exit; the side door must not
be used.
3. Any member feeling unwell or who as been in contact with some-one who
has had Covid-19, they must not attend.
4. You must contact Clover with your intention to attend and when we
reach our limit for the hall (40 members) the book will close.
Please do not just turn up.
Clover: contact details are home phone number 9489 3861
mobile 0444 505 852 or email northshoreorchidsociety@gmail.com
5. Members are requested to wear a mask so please bring your own mask.
We will have hand sanitizer, gloves, and spares masks.
6. The chairs should not be moved from where they have been positioned.
7. As we are only able to have 21 benching tables we are asking that members
keep this in mind when selecting their plants to bring to the meeting. A
suggestion, is a maximum of 3 plants per class and only 1 plant in the
specimen class from each membership but this is only a suggestion.
8. The tables will be set out with 6 tables in the extension (where we have our
supper) and classes 1 to 12 will be there, 5 tables running down the edge
Auditorium with classes 13 to 22 there, and 10 tables in the Function room
(the room beyond the end of the hallway) with the remaining classes there.
9. You must only touch your orchids.
If you need something moved please ask the Show Marshal.
10.We are not allowed to have food at the Centre but can provide hot water for
tea & coffee etc. Members are asked to bring their own cups.
11. Please remember the 1.5 metre social distancing rule.
12.Spare class cards will be at the front door if needed.
13.We will be conducting a raffle but only correct money will be accepted. Either
$1, $2 or $5 worth of tickets will be sold. No change will be given.
14. Before and after meetings members must practice social distancing outside
the Dougherty Centre.

